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HART: Concept Statement

Hart**: a hotel that welcomes 'blesure' type of travelers with an atmosphere inspired by "Chicago", the musical based in the 1920s and that was named after the last name of the main character – Roxie Hart.

The hotel hopes to attract international business oriented and entertainment lovers in the hope to provide the best experience of the combination of business and leisure in one place.

**Bleisure**

**FACILITIES**

- **Business**
- **Leisure**
- **Class**
- **Tango**

**HOSPITALITY – BOUTIQUE HOTEL**

Project:
Boutique Hotel

Time Frame:
Senior Year, Spring 2020 – 12 weeks

Square Footage:
2,500 sq. ft per floor

Location:
Chicago, IL

Programs:
Autodesk Revit + Enscape + Adobe Photoshop
LOBBY

- Harper Porcelain and Metal Mosaic Tile
- Red Velvet
- Beige Leather
- White Gold Marble
- Black Red Gold Striped Wallpaper
- Portoro Black Marble

Lighting Legend

- Pendant Light Kohler
- Damask
- Pendant Light Vibia
- Algorithm
- Elisi Luce
- Imperium

"Wall of Fame" – Chicago the musical-inspired wall, includes scene pictures from the movie itself

HOSPITALITY – BOUTIQUE HOTEL

Lobby Floor Plan

Lobby RCP
The architectural and interior designs reflect two opposites as well, a collision of two different styles of the Miesian exterior in respect to the originality of the IBM building and Art Deco interior; with architectural elements of the regular rhythm of lines, the balance between class and leisure, and value of rich colors, materials, ornaments, and special attention to the detail to bring the feeling of the highly designed theaters located in that area.
**HOSPITALITY – BOUTIQUE HOTEL**

- Elevation of the wall with movie posters and custom "CHICAGO" light sign and skyline background.

**DINING & BAR**

- Orsjo Skyline Wall Lamp
- Orsjo Skyline Floor Lamp
- Orsjo Belysning Skyline Lighting

- Allermuir Cardita Barstool
- Allermuir Cardita Armchair

- Checker Tiles
  - Black with Gold Detailing Leather
  - Red Velvet

- Hampstead Brazilian Cherry Laminate

- Red Brick
- Black Leather
HOSPITALITY – BOUTIQUE HOTEL

STANDARD QUEST ROOM

Guest Experience:
Red Lipstick with hotel bag for room quests to keep as a souvenir

Easy cleanable welcoming message in red lipstick from Roxie Hart, the main character of "Chicago" the musical to bring sense of her "spirit"

S.R. RESTROOM

CORRIDOR EXPERIENCE

Silencio Armchair
Richard & Fauren For Sancal
Tray
Cane Julia Nordic
Mirror With 2 Integrated Horizontal LED Light Bands
SHIFT: Concept Statement

The space focuses on nature as a system for energy exchange, with hubs that stimulate ideas and linear paths that promote movement. Shift maximizes opportunities for collision and collaboration to promote a culture of imagination and innovation.

As Shift reinforces the need for change management, the building ultimately becomes an "idea engine" that allows organizations to regrow and recharge their future. With biophilic and naturalistic forms throughout the space, Shift is also able to promote wellness and well-being for all who inhabit it.
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CORPORATE OFFICE - CHANGE MANAGEMENT
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Un Pedazo De La Havana: Concept Statement

If you are looking for a cozy, fulfilled with bright colors place, where you can enjoy a mind-blowing delicious and unlike any other burger and potato sticks, you’ll ever try, relax with your family and friends surrounded by Cuban traditional atmosphere, then Un Pedazo de la Havana is a restaurant for you. A spot of a good representation of American influence on Cuban culture, and vice versa.
Ceramic Tile Floor Finishing in Bar Area

Luxury Vinyl Plank Main Flooring in Dining and Lounge Area

Leather Sectional Sofas in Dining Area

Textile: Lounger Furniture & Cushions

Solid Surface Tabletop in Dining Area

VIEW FROM ENTRY

Leather Sectional Sofas in Dining Area

INSPIRATION IMAGES
Project:
Hot Topic: Executive + Corporate Office(s)

Time Frame
Sophomore Year, Spring 2019 – 6 weeks

Square Footage:
1000 sq ft

Location:
New York City, NY

Programs:
AutoCAD + 3DS Max | Adobe Photoshop
CORPORATE OFFICE – HOT TOPIC

FLOOR PLAN

- Red Brick Walls
- Wooden Planks Flooring
- Armchair Texture – Red Velvet
- Logo Wall Texture – Matte Metal

VIEW FROM THE WINDOW

INSPIRATION IMAGES

- Wooden Planks Flooring
- Armchair Texture – Red Velvet
- Logo Wall Texture – Matte Metal

Furniture / Decor / Inspiration

Posters Used in Conference Room
**Dictionary definition:**

The name Tetris derives in part from the Greek prefix tetra-, meaning "four," a reference to the fact that each block consists of an arrangement of four adjoining cubes (known among gamers as tetrominos).

**CONCEPT STATEMENT**

Shelves and cube storage units are the perfect solution to organize supplies and textbooks in interior design studio. Always close to reach on a desk, to display beautiful décor, to store the Prisma markers and textbooks student needs. This collection features three main pieces of total.

An additional bonus of the finished product is providing a privacy partition between the two tables of the students.
TOP VIEW

FRONT VIEW

SIDE VIEW

SCALE: 1/4" = 1' - 0"

WOOD PIECES ARE 1/8" THICK

PIECES FOR WHITE LONGITUDINAL DATUM:

PIECES FOR BLACK LEFT SQUARED PIECE:

PIECES FOR BLACK LEFT SQUARED PIECE:

JOINERY

JOINERY

PIECES FOR BLACK LEFT SQUARED PIECE:
FOAM BOARD MODEL (FINAL MODEL)
**MATERIAL:** Plywood

- Wood Finish: oil-based stained black
- Wood Finish: painted white
RUINED CITY: BUILDING ORGANIZATION WITH PHYSICAL MODELS

Media: wood, glycerin, plexi glass, bristol paper.

Stamped Ruined City Plan
Media: wooden 'Obelisk' stamps, acrylic paint, sticky bag.

Obelisks used as stamps to create a stamped ruined city plan
Media: wooden blocks.

LAYERS OF THE MAIN AND SECONDARY CIRCULATION CITY PATHS